EDMOND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
CONSTRUCTION UPDATE  SEPT. 1, 2018
CURRENT PROJECTS

• CENTRAL M.S. GYM SHELTER
• CIMARRON HVAC
• HERITAGE ELEMENTARY PH. 3
• IDA FREEMAN ELEMENTARY
• MEMORIAL BAND SHELTER/GYM REMOD
• MEMORIAL TRACK STADIUM
• NORTH HS STADIUM
• NORTH HIGH RENO
• NORTH SHELTER
• NORTHERN HILLS MEDIA
• SANTA FE BAND SHELTER
• SUNSET RENO
Central MS Gym Shelter

AC OWEN  JHBR

Expected Completion Aug 1, 2019 Percent Complete 20%

MAIN ENTRANCE  FOOTING SAFE ROOM
Cimarron Air Handlers
Air Engineering JHBR
Expected Completion Aug 1, 2018 Percent Complete 100%

Roof Curbs and Units Installed
Heritage ES Phase #3
AC OWEN
Stacy Group
Expected Completion Aug 1, 2018 Percent Complete 75%

Exterior
Ida Freeman Media Shelter
Pillar Contracting
Expected Completion July 15, 2018  Complete

Interior Finishes Complete
Memorial Band Shelter/Gym Remodel

Key Construction

GSB

Expected Completion Date: Aug. 1, 2018 Percent Complete: 95%

INTERIOR SHEET ROCK AND DUCT WORK
Memorial Band Shelter/Gym Remodel

Interior shots of Band/Gym Lobby
Memorial HS Track Stadium

Wynn Construction  Stacy Group

Expected Completion Date: Aug. 1, 2019 Percent Complete: 5%

Excavation of Track Underway To Create Fill For South Parking
North HS Stadium
Timberlake Construction      LWPB Architects
Expected Completion Date: Aug. 1, 2018 Percent Complete: 90%

Scoreboard and Home Bleachers
Santa Fe Band Shelter
Jenco Construction
Expected Completion Date: Aug. 1, 2019 Percent Complete: 20%

Stacy Group

Pad Site Drilling Piers and Footing
UPCOMING PROJECTS

FRONTIER ADDITION